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First Floor, Belhaven House, Marshall Place, Perth PH2 8NS
Tel: 01577 208204
Email: info@thegoodhousecompany.co.uk
www.thegoodhousecompany.co.uk

Hattonburn Farm is situated just a short walk from Milnathort, a
beautiful thriving village with Cafes, Shops and Amenities. The
development is nestled amongst trees and fields offering a feel of
rural living with generous plots.

LO C AT I O N
Its location in one of the most attractive areas of Scotland makes
it ideal for family living, yet it is only minutes from the M90
motorway, with Perth just 17 miles to the north and Edinburgh 30
miles to the south.
Stirling, Glasgow, Dunfermline and Kirkcaldy are all within easy
reach and even Glasgow is only an hour or so away by car.
When it comes to leisure time, residents of Hattonburn are spoiled
for choice, with an outstanding range of attractions and activities
both in Kinross-shire and its neighbouring county of Fife.
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The attractive town of Kinross is just a couple of miles away and
has excellent shops and restaurants, not to mention a fine golf
course and an excellent high school that also serves as a community
sports and leisure facility.
The area has strong historical connections too. It was in Loch Leven
Castle that Mary, Queen of Scots was incarcerated in 1567 before
making her escape to England. The castle is only accessible
by boat but ferries run regularly to the island on which it stands.
Cyclists, horse-riders, anglers, walkers and even gliding enthusiasts
are well catered for in this area, and golfers have more than 100
golf courses within striking distance, including Gleneagles and the
world-famous Old Course in St Andrews.
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SITE MAP
There are two phases to the development at Hattonburn Farm offering a number of different detached
house types from 190 sqm to 280 sqm (excluding garages).

OUR PROCESS
Unlike most builders who count being bespoke as changing the colour of the carpets, we
pride ourselves on being very customer led, allowing our customers the freedom to change
and tailor their homes to suit their family and lifestyle.

PHASE 1 AVAILABLE
FROM SUMMER 2020

PHASE 2 AVAILABLE
FROM AUTUMN 2020
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We can accommodate changing floor plans, bathrooms, attic rooms and living areas, and can
add sunrooms or offices within the home to allow for things like Sky TV, CAT 6 cabling and
smart home technology, to name but a few. You can choose exactly how you would like each
room to be, from the layout to the paint.

Our process starts by meeting you and working with one of our Directors closely identifying
any changes to the floor plans and superstructure – such as walls, doors and adding, removing
or changing rooms. We then move on to the kitchens and bathrooms, providing a generous
budget to work with our chosen designers to create something just for you – whether you
want a kitchen island, stove and so on. Then we move to things like floor finishes, tiles,
carpets, doors, skirtings etc.
Whether you want cupboards, wardrobes or garden offices, the list goes on and you can pick
from our very high spec range or choose something totally you. Throughout the process we
record all the changes in a spreadsheet which is shared, meaning every wish is captured and
then delivered on and the process transparent.
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F E AT U R E S

All the houses have integrated garages,
and include a host of features such as...

The Good House Company has become synonymous
with quality in terms of finish and design, and
the homes at Hattonburn Farm are built to the
exceptionally high standards that buyers should
expect. All our homes offer a fully bespoke design
service.
The design of the development reflects its rural
setting with Natural stone, render, larch cladding
and slate roofs with cat-slide dormer windows and
private gardens creating a traditional countryside
ambience, yet the homes incorporate all the
contemporary features needed for optimum comfort
and convenience.

You can stamp your own individuality on your home, thanks to the Good
House Company’s customary attention to detail. From the style of doors and
handles to the type of data points and even the positioning of internal walls,
the house can be tailored to meet your own particular taste and requirements.
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•

Large budget to spend on
Kitchens and Bathrooms

•

Stunning views come as standard

•

Triple glazed, high efficiency
timber windows

•

Each house is fully covered by
architects guarantee and our
warranty

•

Wood burning stoves to keep
you cosy on those Scottish winter
nights

•

A+++ Grants Aerona Air Source
Heat Pumps

•

Thermal solar water from Grants

•

Fibre to Premises (FTTP)
Superast broadband
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INSIDE

OUTSIDE
•

Stone walls, from locally sourced stone

•

Slate and zinc roofs

•

Triple glazed windows which ‘lock in’ heat
and promote solar gain

•

Private gardens with seeded
lawns and planting

•

Sandstone patio areas

•

Motion activated external lights
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•

Under-floor heating to downstairs

•

Choice of Oak doors throughout with a choice of handles

•

Choice of skirtings, Door-facings etc.

•

Feature staircases with a choice of finishes

•

Oak flooring to All reception rooms

•

Budget for high-spec Alan Johnston Stuidos kitchen
with Neff appliances

•

Fitted or Built-in Wardrobes and furniture

•

Choice of bathroom design and tiles from one of our ranges

•

Woodburning stove to main living area

•

Hall cupboard with shelves and coat rail

•

Smart Home Ready with CAT 6 Cabling

•

Digital television aerial fitted

•

Security alarm

•

Budgets provided for every element
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O U R

S TO RY
Since our founding in 2006 we have built over 60
beautiful luxury homes; using the latest in energysaving techniques and smart technology.
Each development allows for bespoke
tailoring, providing our customers with the freedom
to choose materials, room layouts and customise
their home for their own needs. We also provide
managed self-build and renovation services to
customers looking for high specification and fully
managed projects.

Our company operates predominantly within
Perth & Kinross, Fife and Stirling; re-generating
brownfield sites to develop exciting new luxury
developments in the countryside. We have over 50
staff operating in all disciplines of building, allowing
us to fully manage and maintain the highest of
standards on every element of our work.

We only build around 16 homes per year ensuring
we can provide the fully bespoke nature of our
builds and the attention to detail our clients
expect. All our work is warranted and insured and
built to well beyond current building standards for
insulation, sound and structural integrity.
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VIEWINGS
All viewings should be made via appointment.
Please contact our Perth office on 01577 208 204 or email
newhomes@thegoodhousecompany.co.uk

A deposit of £2,500 will secure the property for a period of
6 months whilst its being built. On conclusion of Missives a
further deposit of £7,500 shall be paid. The deposit will be nonreturnable in the event of the Purchaser(s) failing to complete the
sale for reasons not attributable to the Seller or his agents.

Important Notice
These particulars have been prepared in good faith to give an
overall view of the property. The layout plan is indicative only of
the development and does not show boundaries etc. accurately.
Any sizes are to be viewed as a guide only. If the accuracy of a
particular dimension is important, please seek clarification from
a member of sales staff.
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FIN D
YOUR WAY
ABERDEEN

Hattonburn Farm is situated perfectly in
central Scotland. 35 mins from Edinburgh
Airport and less than 45 minutes to
Edinburgh City centre. With motorway
connections just 5 minutes away
travelling North, South, East or West is
quick and easy.

How to get there:
From the South. Leave the M90
motorway at Junction 6, head through
Kinross and then Milnathort on the
B996 (Perth Road). Exit Milnathort and
after 500 meters there is a signpost for
Hattonburn Road, take this and follow
the road until you see signs to “The Good
House Company”.

DUNDEE
S T. A N D R E W S
EDINBURGH
GLASGOW
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Hattonburn Farm, Hattonburn Road,
Milnathort, Kinross-shire KY13 0SA
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